
             
 
 

JACK GEARY GALLERY PRESENTS: 
Richard Jacobs: Soul Delay 

September 12, 2014 
NEW YORK, NY (2014) – Jack Geary is pleased to announce 
the opening of Richard Jacobs: Soul Delay featuring 
Jacobs’ recent paintings. The show will be on view 
September 12th – October 11th2014 at Jack Geary on 185 
Varick Street. 
 
Richard Jacobs’ first solo show in nearly twenty years 
aims to physicalize his long-standing interest in 
introspection and the “conscious artifice”. In the words 
of Carl Belz, Richard’s work “demonstrates convincingly 
how such an art effectively spans any real or imaginary 
divide between the present and the past, while at the 
same time extending vital traditions of that past 
unequivocally into the here and now…Jacobs’ paintings ask 
to be experienced slowly, allowing each shape and space 
and color and mark to be absorbed with the same patience 
that informed the creation and placement of that 
pictorial unit.” 
 
Jack Geary is exceptionally pleased to be showing 
Richard’s recent work, created with his adventurous 
concept of time, texture, scale, and color through the 
lens of abstract forms. The paintings provide a sustained 
tension between organic and angular forms at the same 
time that they capture movement and a sense of the 
absolute present. 
 
Exhibition hours: 
Preview – Friday, September 12: 6–8PM 
Tuesday-Saturday: 12-6PM 
Monday by appointment only 
 
 



Bio: 
 
After receiving a BA from the Cooper Union in 1984, 
Richard Jacobs moved to London where he had a painting 
studio and worked as a preparator for the first 
exhibition of the Saatchi Gallery. In 1987, Jacobs 
received his MFA from Yale University and was awarded a 
Henry Luce Scholarship to paint in Bali, 
Indonesia.  Jacobs showed at the Howard Yezerski Gallery 
in Boston in the 1990's and is represented in the 
collections of the Museum of Fine Arts, the DeCordova and 
Rose Art Museums. His last one person show in New York, 
"A Decade of Balinese Influence", was curated by Dore 
Ashton. Richard Jacobs works in his studios in Putney, 
Vermont and Ubud, Bali.  
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For additional information, please visit: 
http://jackgearycontemporary.com 
Media contact: 
Leah Frelinghuysen 
Monarchy PR 
leah@monarchypr.com 
(917) 280-5170 
 

 


